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Professional HadoopWrox Press, 2016

	The professional's one-stop guide to this open-source, Java-based big data framework


	Professional Hadoop is the complete reference and resource for experienced developers looking to employ Apache Hadoop in real-world settings. Written by an expert team of certified Hadoop developers, committers, and Summit...
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Essential C# 6.0 (5th Edition) (Addison-Wesley Microsoft Technology)Addison Wesley, 2015

	
		“Welcome to one of the greatest collaborations you could dream of in the world of C# books—and probably far beyond!”

	
		—From the Foreword by Mads Torgersen, C# Program Manager, Microsoft



...
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Alan Simpson's Windows XP BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
If Windows XP can do it, you can do it too ...
Windows XP is the undisputed market leader among operating systems, and the enhancements and security improvements in Service Pack 2 made it even better. So if you already know how to turn on a PC and use a mouse, here's the place to learn how to use every fabulous feature of Windows XP. Let an...
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Analysis of Algorithms : An Active Learning ApproachJones and Bartlett Publishers, 2001
The goal of Analysis of Algorithms is to raise awareness of the effect that algorithms have on the efficiency of a program and to develop the necessary skills to analyze general algorithms used in programs.  The text presents the material with the expectation that it can be used with active and cooperative learning methodology, based on the premise...
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An Introduction to Neural NetworksCRC Press, 1997
Covers: artificial neurons as models of their real counterparts; the geometry of network action in pattern space; gradient descent methods, including back-propagation; associative memory and Hopfield nets; and self-organization and feature maps.

This book grew out of a set of course notes for a neural networks module given as part of a...
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Digital Design (Verilog): An Embedded Systems Approach Using VerilogMorgan Kaufmann, 2007

	This book provides a foundation in digital design for students in computer engineering, electrical engineering and computer science courses. It deals with digital design as an activity in a larger systems design context. Instead of focusing on gate-level design and aspects of digital design that have diminishing relevance in a real-world...
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On CourseWadsworth Publishing, 2010


	On Course is intended for college students of any age who want to create success

	both in college and in life. Whether you are taking a student success or first-year

	seminar course, a composition course, or an “inward-looking” course in psychology,

	self-exploration, or personal growth, On Course is your instruction...
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Network Programming with Rust: Build fast and resilient network servers and clients by leveraging Rust's memory-safety and concurrency featuresPackt Publishing, 2018

	Learn to write servers and network clients using Rust

	Key Features
		
			Build a solid foundation in Rust while also mastering important network programming details
	
			Leverage the power of a number of available libraries to perform network operations in Rust
	
			Develop a fully...
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Design Patterns in C#: A Hands-on Guide with Real-World ExamplesApress, 2018

	Get hands-on experience with each Gang of Four design pattern using C#. For each of the patterns, you’ll see at least one real-world scenario, a coding example, and a complete implementation including output.

	

	
		In the first part of Design Patterns in C#, you will cover the 23 Gang of Four (GoF) design...
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Solaris(TM) Performance and Tools: DTrace and MDB Techniques for Solaris 10 and OpenSolarisPrentice Hall, 2006
"The Solaris™Internals volumes are simply the best and most comprehensive treatment of the Solaris (and OpenSolaris) Operating Environment. Any person using Solaris--in any capacity--would be remiss not to include these two new volumes in their personal library. With advanced observability tools in Solaris (like DTrace), you...
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Core J2ME TechnologyPrentice Hall, 2001
The J2ME platform is designed for devices with limited memory, display, and processing power including cellular phones, PDAs, and pagers. Core J2ME Technology & MIDP covers everything you need to develop powerful applications for this rapidly expanding wireless market.

Part I starts with an overview of J2ME, configurations, and...
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Hacking: The Art of Exploitation, 2nd EditionNo Starch Press, 2008
Hacking is the art of creative problem solving, whether that means finding an unconventional solution to a difficult problem or exploiting holes in sloppy programming. Many people call themselves hackers, but few have the strong technical foundation needed to really push the envelope.
  Rather than merely showing how to run existing exploits,...
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